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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTlON

Beause of greater reliability demands placed upon the modern digital systems, these

systems need to be designed with fault-tolerant capability. Concurrent error detection

(CED) can provide this capability by detecting errors caused by faults in the system during

normal operation of the system. Also with CED, an error can be detected soon after it is

produced, resulting in shorter error latency and easier error recovery. One application of
rK

CED is on a microproram Control unit (MCU).

Much research has been done in the area of CED, including coding and self-checking

circuits [Wake78] and time redundancy [PaFu82 However, the CED concept is mainly

applied to various codes data transmission, and simple functional units, such as arithmetic

units. Little work has been done in the control unit area. Previous work is primarily in

the use of clanical self-checking circuits, using bit slicin& parity, and m-out-of-n codes in

simple control units to detect a limited clam of faults [CSST73, 7DiSo7S], 7Maki78,

* .-' [WiL77I. These techniques are neither applicable to a complex control unit, like the

AM2910, nor to the VLSI technology.

The only proposals applicable to the above two constraints have been self-checng. .

MOS-LSI circuits using coding [CrLa8O] and duplication [Wake78, [SeIASO In (CrLa80,.

the self-checking technique is applied to a microprocesor however, the design is not an

actual chip design. Comparisons are done in terms of number of transistors and not in

, terms of actual chip area. The duplication technique requires not only duplicated control

L units but also input and output checkers and an output check bit generator. The area

redundancy of the duplication technique will be compared in Chapter 6 to the design intro-

duced in this thesi.

I" " .-.
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Recent research in the control unit area has proposed methods using a parallel signa-

etu analyzer [Namj82J, [Du.%83], a check symbol stored in the control memory [IyKi82.

Sor a separate watchdog monitor [SrThS21 The signature error detection scheme is based on

percentage of error detection but not on any fault model, and the scheme does not detect

incorrect branches. The check symbol scheme does not detect all illegal and incorrect

branches and does not have a comprehensive bit error detection. The performance of the

watchdog monitor scheme is unclear because it depends on the complexity of the monitor.

All of the above proposals in the CED area are not baed on actual chip layout. There

j r are only two proposals based on actual chip layout the C.fast chip [TWMTS82] and the

MCU chip EWFADS31. The C.fast chip is a single chip fault-tolerant microprossor. The

" C-fast chip uses simple PLAs with panty checking as its controller. There is no protection.

j for portions of the chip, such as the control bus and the ALU. Also, the retry PLA is not

implemened on the chip. The MCU chip is a micro uencer, bosed on the AM2910, with

CED. This thesis is on the redesign and layout of the MCU chip

ii. Chapter 2 gives a functional description of AM2910 upon which our design is based.

Some modifications have been made for CM and technology considerations, and these

modifications are discussed. The resultant modiied instruction set is also given.

A- Chapter 3 develops a fault model for the MCU. Instead of considering every posible

physical fault on the MCU, the functional level fault model developed in [BAb82] is used.

Six potential areas for errr are discused.

In Chapter 4, modifictions made on Wong's design are discussed. All modifications

are classified into four levels system, layout, performance, and area. At the system level.

changes are made to improve the CED fault coverage. Some modifications are made at the

layout level due to proces changes. At the performance level, the main emphases are to

minimize delay time and to decrease the clock cycle. Finally, at the area level, redundancy

* is kept to a minimum.

........... ......... .- ".-. ..-..-. -' --. '." ."-.-. .. _i - -_-L.- :
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£ Chapter 5 begins with an overview of the CEh design approach and is continued

with a detailed CED design an the MCU. Individual functional modules and checkers are

- dhmssm&

I ~Chapter 6 is devoted to evaluation of the chip design in terms of are redundancy and

timing performance. For timing evaluation, TSIM, a MOS timing simulator, is used on all

* modules. Based on TSRA result., critical paths are found for the MCU. Redundancy and

performnce of the MCU are compared to the Wong's design and also to the duplication

approach.

r ~Chapter 7 provides conclusion and suggestion for further research. Finally, the

appendix contains figures for various cell design in mixed notation.

it-
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CHAPTER 2

THE MICROPROGRAM SEQUENCER

2.1. The AM2910

-The AM2910 Microprogram controller is a 12-bit bipolar address sequencer for up to

4K words of micrprogram, as shown in Figure 2-1. During each microinstruction, the

multiplexor selects an address (Y) from one of four sources register/counter (R/C),

micoprogram counter (UMC), stack or direct external input (X). The instruction pro-

grammable logic army (PLA) decodes 4-bit instruction input (I) into internal control sig-

nals. The output of the PLA is afected by the condition code (CC) and zero-detection (R-O)

signal from the W/C.

1 [:2.2. Madiftcatio"

Several modifications have been made to account for nMOS technology and CED con-

-. -sideration. as shown in Figure 2-2. A two-phase clock (P11 and PH12) is used. Instruction

execution and error checking are pipelined. During P111, the instruction is decoded, then

. during PHI2, the output addres Y is generated. During the next clock cycle, the next

instruction is decoded in PM11, and the status signals of the previous instruction are gen-

erated in PIED- Detailed timing operations are discussed in Section 6.1.

Several simplihcations have also been made. Condition code enable CCEN has been

omitted. The three enable signals (PL., MAP, and VECT) are not in their complemented

value as in the AM2910. The register load signal RLD is also omitted; therefore. i /C can be

loaded only by instructions. The UPC is incremented at every cycle, thus eliminating the

".................................................
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I
carry-in (CI)input The omiion of a doesnot allow the MCUto operate as aslice of a

multichip, MCU, as the case of the AM2910. The Y output is always enabled so that output

enable OE is eliminated& The stack FULL signal is omitted.

- 2.3. The Instruction Set

The instruction set after the above modifications is shown in Table 2-1. The instruc-

tion set is very similar to the AM2910 instruction set [MiBr8O]. The major change is the

V elimination of CCEN For the JUNO ZERO or RESET instruction. the address Y is set to 0

by setting all outputs of the UPC to 0.



.-- s-- ---..

Table 2-1. The Instruction Set

I/C FAIL CC-LOW PASS CC-HIGH
HE MC- NAME CON-
13-10 M4NIC TENTS Y STACK Y STACK I/C ABLE

0 IZ JUMP ZERO X* UPC HOLD UPC HOLD HOLD PL

I cis X UPC HOLD EXT PUSH HOLD PL~PL
2 1IMAP JUMP MAP X EXT HOLD EXT HOLD HOLD MAP

3 CLP C X UPC HOLD EXT HOLD HOLD PLFL ___ _ ____ _ ,___

4 PUSH PUSH/CoND x UPC PUSH UPC PUSH - FLLD CNTR _ -.-

5- SOP JS X REG PUSH EXT PUSH HOLD PLI",/P SR bL _ _ _ -'-

r-6 C v O X UPC HOLD ECT HOLD HOLD VET
VECTOR- _ - -- -

7 R COND"JUMP l X E HOLD ECT HOLD HOLD PL
R/PL
REPEAT 0 STACK HOLD STACK HOLD DEC PL

8 RFCT LOOP, -;_.-

__ _CN ;f 0 =0 UPK POP UPC POP HOLD PL
SR REPEAT PL, A 0 EXT HOLD ECT HOLD DEC PL

-__ CNTR * 0 =0 UPC HOLD UPC HOLD HOLD PL

A CRTN COND X UPC HOLD STACK POP HOLD PL
___RETURN ______

B jp COND JUleP X-
CJ Pl & POP X UKC HOLD EXT POP HOLD PL

C LDCT LD CNn & X UPC HOLD UPC HOLD LOAD PL
-____ CONTINUE '-"

;' D OOP TESTEND LOOP X STACK HOLD UPC POP HOLD PL
.. . _ LOOP

E CONr CONTINUE X UPK HOLD UPC HOLD HOLD PL
THREE 0 STACK HOLD UK POP DK PL

F TWB WAY - - I-
BRANCH =0 EXT POP UK POP HOLD FL

SX - Don't cage.

If fail HOLD, else LOAD.

............................................. *

........................................... **%.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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it CHAPTER 3

FAULT MODEL

3.1. Functional Fault Model

-- Before designin& CE capability onto the MCU, a set of faults must be predefned so

that MED will detect errors caused by the faults. When the chip is as comple as the

* MCU. the classical stuck-at fault model is insufcient to describe all possible faults on the

chip

* Instead of defning faults on single lines, faults can be clasied at the functional

level [Ba.Ab82J. A module can be divided into functional blocks: PLA. decrementer, incre-

h menter, register, etc. Each block is described by the functional effects of the physical faults

on the function of the block. Based on the functional fault model approach, a fault model

" is developed for the MCU.

. 3.2. Fault Model for the MCU

""- The MCU has six potential areas for error.

(1) Input controls signals (1, CC).

(2) Ezternal inputs (X).

(3) Control decoding and transferring.

(4) Modules (decrementer, incrementer, and stack).

(5) Addres Bus.

(6) Power.

..................... **.....****.**.*...i* . .
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The first two areas include errors occurring during signal transmisson. The third

area includes eror in the instruction PLA and the PLA control bus. A single physical

failure in PLA will cause unkiiectional errors at the output [BaAb82]. Faults in the con-

trol bus can cause miselectiow selecting the wrong source, selecting two sources, or no

selection. Selection of two sources will result in unidirectional errors that can be detected

on the address bus. When no source is selected, all Is will appear on the address bus. The

fourth area includes not only errors in the fl/C UPC and stack but also errors in the

* fanout Uines of the PLA control signals. Because errors resulting from faults on the R/C

and UPC are not clear, random errors are assmed. The fifth area covers all bus errors.

Bridging faults or broken bit bus lines cause unidirectional error in nMOS technology. The

final area is on power failure in the major fanout of power and ground lines, which will

cause those noodes to be fioating.__
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CHAPTER 4

CHANGES FROM WONGS DESIGN

This MCU design has many changes from Wong's design [WFAD83 Detailed infor-

mation on Wong's design is available in [Wong$21 All the changes can be clasied into

four levels: system, area, performance, and layout.

At the system level, changes are made to simplify the design without dimi tishing the

r CED capability. First, the address checker has been eliminated, which is made possible by

:.- checking the output of the MCU along with the output of the micro-tore using a CED

" scheme proposed in [FuAb84 The same scheme is used for the PLA and PLA control

I checker; similarly, the PLA input checker is eliminated. To improve the fault coverage of

the MCU, both the UPC and its check-bit generator are duplicated, and a checker is added

for checking IL/C against its check bits when laded with external inputs.

I At the layout level, three changes are made. The first is the change from the Texas

Instruments design rules to Mead and Conway design rules [MeCo8O] Because of r g

• -requirements, buried contact is used instead of butting contact, and the value of lambda

width is changed from 2.5 microns to 2 microns.

At the area level, the effort is to minimize area redundancy. A check-bit generator is

shared by both the R/C load checker and the PLA control checker. Two-rail totally self-

checking checkers are replaced by TSC checkers, ppa by [JhAbS4l because the latter

-" requires less area than the former. The elimination of the address checker, input checker,

-.- and register tags at the system level, as mentioned before, also result in reduction of area

L. redundancy.

e7. .

. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .--- o.
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U-. At the performance level, the overall cycle time is reduced by pipelining the instruc-

,on execution and checkin&. Alo, many of the basic cla such as adders and subtractor.,

an redesigned to have shorter delay time by using a pasq traznsismr networks (Whir831.

..

. .. - .,-. . _ _..__ _.-._ .-.

* . -..- . .. -U. ..* -.3.-..
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CHAPTER 5

* - THE DESIGN OF THE CED MCU

5.1. An Overview of the CED

AUl information is encoded with a Berger code. which is the binary count of the

-. number of zrain the information. The Berger code is selected because it is a systematic

code, where the inforznation bits are separated from the code bits and because the code can

* detect all un1idirectional errors in a code word.

AUl input signals are checked within the chip. Instruction signals MI and external

* input signals (X) are encoded with Berger code, as shown in Figure 2-2. Both CC and CC

Sare input for two-rail checking.

The output address is encoded for off-chip checking. Trzee enable signals, pipeline

* address enable (PL), map address enable (MAP). and vqctor address enable (VECT, are out-

I.U

*put from the MCEJ. These enable signals select the source for direct input sourc. Since

* - only one of the three signals is HIGH at any time, the three enable signals formi a 1-out-of-

3 code for off-chip checking. The two clock signals are output from the chip to detect any

error in the clock usigns.

* A strongly fault secured and strongly code disjoint PIA is used (FuAb841 A modified

Berger code is used over both the outputs and the inputs I). The register/counter and U

n- a duplicated to detect random error The stack is a strongly fault secure shift stack. The

- strongly fault secure multiplezer takes on a bus structure. As mentioned in Chapter 4. the

checking of the address bus has been moved off-chip.

-.- Two totalily self-checking checkers are used. The first one is the R/C load checker.

When the R/C is loaded with external inputs, its register content is checked against its

are. . .. . . inuIo orlcekg :.

............... re .is enoe fo -- hp . he ~leifs .l -

-. adrsseale(L, -d. eal (A) advetr-dn nal (rC),aeou--
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Berger check bits. The checking is necewary to insure that the value, if used for counting,
is correct.

The second checker is the PLA control checker. Thu checker provides error detection

in the following areas: input control signals, PLA decoding, and control signal transferring.

It also provides TSC capability to the stack and to the multiplexer by placing it at the end

-of the control bus, after the control signals have paied through various modules.

The power and clock signals take oan bus structures. The signals come into the chip

from one end and routed to the other end of the chip through bus lines. The PLA control

U checker is placed at the end of the power bus to detection power failu. The two clock

phases are output from the chip at the end of the clock bus.

1.1. Functional Description

The PLA has six inputs: 4-bit instruction input (I), condition code (CC), and register-

zero-detection (R-O). The zero-detectio is an internal input. The PLA generates nine

internal control signals, two of which are also inverted at the PLA output. Besides the con-

trol signals, the PLA also produces three enable signals PL, MAP, and VECT.

The PLA is encoded in a modified Berger code (MaADS2 As shown in Table 5-1, the

number of zeros in both input instructi (I) and 12-bit output is from 8 to 14. The

modified Berger code requires 3 bits to encode 0 to 6 for 8 to 14 zeros. Counting the 3-bit

code word, the PLA generates a total of 17 outputs.

The R/C is used either as a register to hold a branch address or as a loop counter by

decrementing the content of the register. When the external input is loaded into R/C, the

" information is checked against the check bits by the R/C load checker. Once the register

[- has been decemented, the register should not be selected as the source of the multiplexer.

During PHI2, R/C 1 generates R-0 signal for the PLA, while R/C 2 generates ROO for two-

rail checking.

!i .-.-.- .
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13 Table 5-1. PLA Input and Output Patterns.

111 FlO P9 Pn 1i F i P 3 12 11 12 Cal C1 a

O_ x x t I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 13 0 "
I X 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 12 1 0 0

0 x 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 13 1 0 0
2 X X 0 0 0. 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 13 1 1 0 i

I X 0 £ 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 11 0 0 1

0 X 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0I 0 0 12 1 0 0

- x 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 II 0 1 I

0 x 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 a I 1 0 0 1t 0 l I 1-

I 0 0 00 0 1 0 o 0 00 11 13 1 0 0

0 X 0 1 0 ooooooooo 0 1 0 0
I 1 0 0 000 1 00 0 1 0 0 11 0 1 1

0 X 0 0 00 0 0 01 0 0 1IO I r
- 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 00 12 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 121 0 0.

* 1 0 0 O0 000 1 1 0 1 0 0 111 I0, 1 1 1 1
fA - - - .. -- -0 x 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 12 1 0 0

I - A 010 00 0 0 0 1 0 1 00 10 0 1
- _ _ 0 _ 0 t 0 t '+

* 0 X 0 1

'C 0 x 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 12 0 1 0,2 I x 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 O 0 t 0 0 10 0 1 0 -
0 x 1 0 0lo 0 0 io0o 1 0 0 11 011 i

x 1-. 1 1 , o , o oI , o o , .. L
r "

I 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 1 .0 0 90 0 L0

. x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ". 0 0 1_09 X I __ 0 0000 01
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 9 0 0I o l o 0 0 o t oo0o :-

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 J 1i 0 1.0 0"

F11 - Rest.
F10 -UPCia asumM-
F9 -TRC lam&
F4 - ./C•
F7 -i /c output eomis .

FS -Top ctme* oqmaum&
*P4 SAk X.

F 3 -StoPUDL
F2 - Ipdl e t m PL. -....

-O - v ac a O ml(h.(V r).V...-
1 X

S
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3The UP increments the current address at each clock cycle and generates the check

bits for the incremented address. When the RESET instruction (instruction 0) is executed,

*" the output of the UPC is set to addres 0 and the output of the checkbit generator is set to

the corresponding Berger code The UPC and its check-bit generator ae both duplicated.

The outputs of the duplicated modules are hardwired AND together as shown is Figure ..-1.

*If any one of the copy is faulty, unidirectional errors are resulted in the ANDed output,

which is detectable by the Berger code.

The 5-word by 16-bit last-in, first-out stack provides return address for microsubrou-

tines or loop. The stack is a modified shift stack in [MeCo8O]. The stack is PUSHed during

PHIl from the UPC bus and the check-bit bus, and is POPed during PH12 unto the address

.- bus. Both information and check bits are stored in the stack. The stack is made to be TSC

~ by checking the control signals after they passed through the stack.

The address bus, the output of the multiplexer, is precharged during P191. During

" PHI2, one of the four pomsible inputs is enabled onto the address bus. The multiplexer is

made to be TSC by checking the enable control signals after they pam through the multi-

plexer.".:-

The totally self-checki checker comis of a check-bit generator and a totally self-

checking equality checker. The check-bit generator is a counter using full adders and half

- adders connected in a Wallace tree form [WiWi77], as shown in Figure 5-2. The equality

checker is built from four-input two-rail TSC checkers in an Anderson tree [Ande71] Two

TSC checkers are used: R/C load checker and PLA control checker.

• .The R/C load checker, Figure 5-3, operates only when the the R/Cs are loaded. When

the LOAD control signal is HGH the external input signals (X) ar loaded into both R/C I

and R/C 2, and the check bits of X are loaded only into R/C 1. The check bits from R/C I

are checked against the check bits generated from the information of the R/C 2. The loaded

value is checked to insure that the correct value has been loaded for subsequent decrement.

.. .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .... . . i
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The PLA control checker, Figure 5-4, works in the following way. The check bits of

the input control signals (I) are subtracted from the modified Berger code outputs of the

PLA. The difference should be the codeword of the 12-bit PLA outputs and is compared

with the codeword generated from the PLA output control signals. The other two PLA

inputs, CC and R-0, are compared with their UC external input and ROO from R/C 2,

respectively. Two inverted control signals, PUSH and POP, that are not primary outputs of

the PLA, are checked against their complements. Furthermore, the output of the R/C load

checker is input into the PLA checker. Because of the delay time of the various inputs, the

checker is arranged with a minimum amount of delay time.

To have a TSC checker, the checker must have all possible input vectors to exercise all

possible faults in the check-bit generator. The PLA control checker cannot meet this

requirement because of the'specified PLA outputs. This problem can be solved by sharing

the check-bit generator between the two checkers. Because there is no restriction on the

R/C, all possible input vectors can be produced. Because of the different checking timing,

the R/C load checker and the PLA control checker can easily share one check-bit generator

without any timing penalty. Since a check-bit generator requires a relatively large chip

. area, the sharing scheme provides area saving.

5.3. Chip Layout

The floor plan of the MCU is shown in Figure 5-5. The designs for the PLA cells and

the input/output pads are described in (HoSeS0g.

Because of the CED requirement, there are two layout constraints. The first con-

straint is the control signal fanout lines. Control signals to duplicated modules must be

from different fanout lines. If the duplicated" modules receive control signals from the

same fanout lines, faults on the control lines could cause same errors in both of the

modules; therefore, these errors would be undetectable. Control signals to modules that are

....
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not duplicated, such as the stack and the multiplexer, are fanout lines from the control bus

and are fed back to the control bus. Fanout from the clock and power bus are treated the

"' same way as the control signal fanout by which they are fed back to the original source.

The second constraint is concerning the placement of checkers. The PLA control

checker must be placed at the end of the control bus, after all the fanouts and feedbacks.

The R/C load checker must be placed to insure at least one of the two R/C copies has the

correct value.

.. 7- 7 _

.- ... .-..
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CHAPTER 6

EVALUATION AND COMPARISON

6.1. Chip Evaluation

The chip measures 2788 x 2190 microns where lambda - 2 microns in nMOS tech- --

nology. It contains 4600 transistors and dissipates an estimated 0.24 watts of power with a

5 volt power supply. There are a total of 52 pads: 29 input pads and 23 output pads. A

plot of the complete chip layout appears in Fgure 6-1.

- .'- The area redundancy, due to CED, for the various modules is shown in Table 6-1.

The PLA requires no extra AND terms for the check bits, and the three extra outputs
h

account for only 0.7% additional chip area. The redundancy of the R/C contains one copy

S of the o/C, check-bit buffers, and the bus to the l/C load checker. The redundancy of the

LPC includes one copy of the UPC and both copies of the check-bit generator. The redun- -.

. dancy of the stack is in the storing of the check bits. The above three areas also include

areas due to control fanout lines. The control bus Both the R/C load checker and the PLA

• " control checker require a total of 19% extra chip area. Because the constraint on the control

lines, the control bus must be routed across the chip. The address bus requires redundant

area for the check bits. The addition of eight input pads and eight output pads accounts for

14.8% extra area. Because of the placement of the different modules, there are some wasted

areas in the layout.

For timing evaluation, TSIM, a MOS tining simulator, is used. Inputs to the simulator

t are transistor ratios and load capacitances extracted from the layout. Based on simulation,

the MCU can be operated with a 300 nanosecond clock cycle. During PHI1, PLA decodes

the instruction. During P112, the address and its check bits are generated. Internal

4 . 4 .. 4,
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IL Table 6-1. MCU Area Redundancy.

-___________% Area Redundancy
PEA 0.7

RC 13.0

UPC 23.9

Stack 11.3

RC Load and PLA
Control Checker 19.0

Control Bus 11.5

Addres Bus 10.0

I/O Pads 148

Total 104.2

operations start during P=12, and some are carried into PHIl of the next clock cycle. The

R/C load checker begins checking during PHI2 and sends its 2-bit output to the PLA control

checker during PHI1 of the next clock cycle. The PIA control checker starts checking dur-

ing PHI of the next clock cycle, and the status signals become available during PH2."

Based on the above timing operation, the critical path for PHIl is the decoding of the

instruction by the PLA. The critical path for PM12 is the generation of registe-zero (R0)

by the R/C because the R-0 signal is needed for the PLA decoding of the next instruction.

The MCU cycle timing waveforms are shown in Figure 6-2.

" " 6.2. Comparison

Since the MCU is based on Wong's design. a comparison is made between the two

.- *~ designs. To evaluate this design approach of the MCU, the MCU is also compared with two

other sequencer designs: a simplex sequencer and a single chip sequencer with duplicated

control unit.

. . .. . . -. -, , + . - . . . . - . . , -. . • - . , - . . . • . . ..
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it 62.1. Comparison to Wang's Design

Thisudesign of the MCU has been improved from Wong's MCU (WMCU) both in chip

size and in timing performance. The improvement in chip size results from of several fac-

tors, as mentioned in Chapter 4. A different set of design rules is used, and lambda is

changed from 2.5 microns to 2 microns. Moreover, several function modules are eliminated.

The improvement in timing performance can be accounted by the fact that in our design

instrctions are pipelined Because of the changes in design rules, lambda width, and design

of some basic cells, the delay time of various functional modules has been decreased drasti-

6.2.2. Comparison to a Simple and a Duplicated .CU

This MCU design is compared with two other sequencers: a simplex sequencer and aI
single chip sequencer with duplicated control units. The simplex sequencer (SMCU) has

no checker and the information bits are not encoded. The duplicated sequencer (DMCU), as

shown in Figure 6-3, has the same number of input/output pads as the MCU; however, low

internally it contains duplicated copies of the SMCU without the 1/0 pads. To provide

CED on the DMCU, all input signals must be checked against their check bits; therefore,

two input checkers are needed for the instruction and the external address inputs. Also,

check bits must be generated for the output addrem, and an output checker is needed for

* comparing the outputs from the two copies of the SMCU.6..

The chip size, timing performance, and power dissipation for the SMCU, MCU, and

DMCU are shown in Table 6-2. The ara redundancy for the MC and DMCU are 8 Is%

and 138% respectively. The high redundancy of the MIU can be accounted for by the

duplication of the Register/Counter and the UPC. Because of the CED constraint on the

control signal lines, a signficant part of the redundancy is due to ruting. The DMCU has

"" redundancy due to input and output checkers, extra i/o pads, and the complete duplication

of the SMCU.

..............................
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ii Figure 6-3. Duplicated MCU (DMCU).

Table 6-2. Comparison Between SMCU, MCU, and DMCU.

Area Clock Cycle Power
(microns) (nanoseconds) Dissipation

S %AR PHII PHI2 Total %PP (watts) %PDP
SMCU 2788 x2194 0 100 200 300 0 0.15 0

I

MCU 4480x 2980 118 100 200 300 0 0.24 60

DMCU 4890 x 2980 138 100 250 350 17 0.25 67

* AR - Area Redundancy (tra area / the area of the SMCU)

%PP = Performance Penalty (increase in clock cycle / the clock cycle of the SMCU)

%PDP - Power Dissipation Penalty (increase in power dissipation / the power disipation of the SMCU)

The MCU pays nb performance penalty for CED. Error detection can be done with no

S. interference in the normal operation. On the other hand, the DMCU has a performance

penalty of 17%, The penalty is caused by the fact that check bits must be generated after

t address is available.

From the standpoint of area redundancy and performance penalty, the MCU is a

slightly better design than the DMCU. The MCU has less area redundancy than the DMCU

and has no performance penalty comparing to the SMCU. However, if the slight improve-

ments in am redundancy and performance are not crucial to the chip requirements, the

- DMCU would be a better choice in term of the design and layout turn-around time. The

turn-around time of the DMCU will be shorter than that of the MCU because there are no

special layout constraints for designing the SMCU cell. Special layout constraints, as men-

- [i tioned in Section 5.3, are effective only when placing the input and output checker after

duplicating the SMCU cell.

. . . . . . . ... .....
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I CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION S

The mic rogram control unit design proposed in this thesis provides a valuable

method for on-chip concurrent error detection. The CED MCTJ requires more than a double

the amount of chip area than that for a simplex MCU, but it does not have performance

degradation. For CED, the MCU is a more favorable design than a duplicated MCU because

r the MCU has smaller area redundancy and better timing performance;, however, under gen-

eral conditions, the DMCU is a better choice because it offers better fault coverage, and is

easier to design and to layout.

2i h We plan to fabricate this layout. Once the chip is available, the desgn can go through

hardware evaluation to check for the performance of the design.

There are many improvements that can be made on the MCU design especially in

terms of the area redundancy. The duplication of the incrementer and the decrementer

requires 13% and 23.9% extra areas, respectively. These numbers can be reduced by using

totally self-checking incrementer and decrementer. Area redundancy can also be improved

by including a second metal layer and by using careful layout techniques to minimie the

amount of wasted areas.

Posible future research concerns inclusion of the retry capability in the chip so that

transient errors can be automatically tolerated. Our design of an MCU would have less

area redundancy because the duplicated control unit must be an MCU with its own retry

" [ capaoility and not an SMCU, for the DMCU to provide concurrent error detection. Another

possibility for future research is the addition of ROM to the MCU to create a single chip

total microprogram controller. The MCU approach may be more favorable than the DMCU

approach because the area constraint is very important in this case.

" ° . '°'. o*'°./ '..°'" °' °.°' 'o .'°'i" . ... ' . - ' ' ' .* .. " ' .o,°' ''' i '' ' ' -i., "' " " ' .° ' "
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APPEN DIX A

BASIC CELLS

In the following few pages, basic cells for.

~ - [1] Noninverting and inverting supper buffers.

(21 4-input totally self-checking checker.

[3] Adders and subtractors.

[4] Register/Counter.

6 (5] -Microprogramn counter.

( 6) Stack.

are shown in mixed notation or in block diagram.
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Figure A-1. Noninverting and Inverting Super Buffers (SBN[ and SBI).
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Figure A-2. 4-Input Totally Self-Checking Checker Cell.
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Figure A-5. Microprogram Counter Call (UPCCELL) L
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TO FROM
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Figure A-6. Stack Cell&.
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* APPENDIX B

INPUT AND OUTPUT PAD ASSIGNMENTS

The are a total of 52 input/output pads, and the pad assignments are shown in Table

B-1. Each pad is assignmented with a number start in a clockwise motion from the bottom
S

left corner to the bottom right of the chip, as shown in Figure 6-1.

Table B-I. Input/Output Pad Assignmants. "

Sga eO PdCammt Sipa I/O Commet

VGI Input 1 VCTr Output 4 Enable signas
VDD h 14 MAIP Output 5I PHI. Input 3 Cock pham PL Output 8 _ ....
PEW12 Input 2 E__ RR I Output 33 Dua-railaror a sigA
C Input 8 Condition code URORO Outlou 34 from the PIA control checer
cc Input 7 imi Output 35 Cock phasm
13 Input 12 Instacon code -M _ __ ....

"- 12 Input 11 Yil Output 41 dre for thecontrl-s=me
i 1 Input 10 Y1O Output 42
1 30 Input 9 Last simniamnt bit Y9 Output 43 L
* Input 30 Instructco code chac bitm YS Output 44
IC31 Input 31 Y7 Output 4"
K0 -Inpt 32 Last zftnif t bit Y6 Output 46
imI Input 13 Internal addris YS Output 47

XIO Input is Y4 Output 48
Input 16 Y3 Output 49
Input 17 Y2 Output so

X Input 18 Y1 Output S1
YA Input 19 Y O Outout 52 Last uist n t bit
yS Input 20 YCB3 Output 40 Addrm check bit&
X4 Input 21 YC32 Output 39
X3 Input 22 YCBI Output 38
X2 Input 23 YCB0 Outut 37 Last slinicant bit
X Input 24
X I Inout 26 Last uinfiant bit
"CB3 Input 26 ExtOMal input check bit&
X= Input 27
NMI1 Input 28

Inut 29 La sioiant bit

i- ."".. "-". .-" ".", -."- . "...". ". -"- ." . .-"........ :.... ..... '. -
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